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“Racism and/or paternalism also led officials to treat Aborigines as objects to be manipulated, as a “problem” to be resolved in order to refine the planned white Australian social order.”
(Anthony Moran, ‘White Australia, Settler Nationalism and Aboriginal Assimilation,’ 178)

“The importance of the civilizing mission far outweighed issues of justice for the children.”
(Canada, Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Final Report, 371)

Introduction
Coming to terms with a legacy of historic injustice is a key political challenge for democracies seeking a pathway to national reconciliation in the context of deep and abiding social divisions, where trust and mutual understanding are in short supply. This is especially true for fragile democracies seeking consolidation in the aftermath of a period of violent authoritarian rule, where neither stability nor the emergence of a peaceful, human rights oriented public culture can be taken for granted. South Africa’s experiment with a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (SATRC) is perhaps the most familiar of these exercises in transitional justice, but similar efforts to marry democratic consolidation with a measure of justice to the victims of oppression and systematic human rights violations has rapidly become a standard feature of post-conflict transitions in strife-torn regions of the world.¹

Yet issues of historic reparation and redress are not confined to transitional democracies. Increasingly they are finding their way onto the political agendas of relatively stable democratic countries struggling with their own unsavoury pasts, and with a contemporary legacy of social divisions linked to the experience, and memory, of those pasts. Among the more prominent examples are states founded on the historic displacement and subjugation of indigenous peoples in the Americas and Australasia. Aggressive and racially motivated assimilation policies, theft of land and resources, violations of ancient treaties, and the denial of the most basic rights of citizenship are among the many issues to be confronted on this difficult, and highly politicized agenda. State responses have varied nearly as much as the challenges to be met, and have included fact-finding and advisory missions such as the Canadian Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples or Australia’s Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation, treaty reparations commissions such as New Zealand’s Waitangi Tribunal, agreements to repatriate cultural artefacts and human remains held in public museum collections, and a variety of initiatives to negotiate rights to land, natural resources, self-government and power-sharing.

My own focus in this paper is on one small, but relatively significant, element that sometimes plays a role in broader reconciliation initiatives – official apologies. As with so many other facets of the politics of reconciliation, the role of apology is controversial, at times strenuously resisted, and its purpose and significance not always well understood. My intention is to provide a moral and a practical defence of official apologies as part of a broader strategy of reconciling with historic
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injustice, and to try to answer some of the more influential objections from the sceptics along the way. The argument is constructed in relation to two case studies: the stolen generations controversy in Australia, and the legacy of the residential school system in Canada. Both cases involved government efforts in the 19th and early 20th centuries to reculturate indigenous children as part of a broader policy directed towards the assimilation and disappearance of traditional indigenous communities and cultures. The arguments are intended to speak both to the specifics of these two cases but also to the role of official apology in reconciliation politics more generally. I begin with a brief sketch of the key facts and assumptions pertaining to reculturation policies in Australia and Canada, followed by an even briefer account of the contemporary debates that have emerged in both countries regarding the role and legitimacy of public apologies to the victims of these policies and their families. Subsequent sections critically examine some of the key moral and practical arguments for and against official apologies as a means of responding to past injustice, followed by a brief conclusion.

Reculturation

Australia - The Stolen Generations

Among the many memories of historic injustice borne by current generations of indigenous peoples in Australia and Canada, those linked to the coercive reculturation of indigenous children and efforts to suppress, even destroy, indigenous languages, cultures and forms of spirituality are among the most difficult to abide. In Australia, beginning in the 19th century, reculturation efforts went hand in hand with the policy of removing indigenous children from the care and comfort of their families and communities. Although the decentralized nature of indigenous policy making at the time resulted in a relatively haphazard and uneven policy landscape (prior to 1967 the Australian states had exclusive jurisdiction over indigenous affairs), by some point or another in the 19th century Australia every state had a law on the books authorizing the removal of indigenous children from their parents. The National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from their Families was presented with evidence of child removal by a variety of means, including stealth, deception, force, and duress. Children were removed to a variety of different locations, including state sponsored industrial schools, religious missionary facilities, and orphanages, while others (particularly half-caste girls) were placed directly under the fostership of white families. While the exact number of children affected remains unknown, it has been estimated that from 1910 to 1970 somewhere between one in ten and one in three indigenous children were separated from their homes and families, and that few indigenous families entirely escaped the impact of the removal policies.

Specific rationales for the separations varied across states and individuals but one overarching motivation that dominated this fractured policy landscape was the conviction that indigenous children must be prepared for entry and assimilation into white society, and that for this to be accomplished the children needed to be removed from the backward and debilitating
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influences of their indigenous families, communities, and cultures. Such was the intensity of this conviction that in some parts of Australia, simply being born indigenous was enough for a child to be categorized as neglected and removed to an industrial school or a reformatory for purposes of improvement. Authorities in favour of the removal policies were not unaware of the trauma and suffering this inflicted on the indigenous families, but felt it was justified by the greater good of uplifting the children from their degraded cultural surroundings and setting them on the path of improvement and civilization. In the words of one Western Australian Parliamentarian: “…it may appear to be a cruel thing to tear an Aborigine child from its mother, but it is necessary in some cases to be cruel to be kind.” In its earlier manifestations, the denigration of indigeneity that made this sort of callousness possible assumed both biological and eugenic dimensions. Full-blooded Aborigines, who were generally regarded as members of an inherently and irreversibly inferior race on its way to extinction, were to be segregated from the rest of society, for reasons which included their own comfort and protection but also the need to prevent any further contamination of the white race. Mixed-race Aborigines, on the other hand, meaning those whose genetic stock had been improved through the admixture of European blood, were regarded as suitable candidates for assimilation, hence the initial focus of the removal policies on children of mixed European and indigenous ancestry. As the first Commonwealth Native Welfare Conference concluded in 1937: “…the destiny of the natives of aboriginal origin, but not of the full blood, lies in their ultimate absorption by the people of the Commonwealth, and it therefore recommends that all efforts be directed to that end.”

More controversial, even at the time, was the policy of biological absorption officially advocated in the 1930s in the Northern Territory and Western Australia, wherein the goal was the complete disappearance of the Aboriginal race through multiple generations of controlled intermarriage of mixed-race Aboriginals with whites. As explained by Cecil Cook, Chief Protector of Aborigines for the Northern Territory: “Generally by the fifth and invariably by the sixth generation, all native characteristics of the Australian aborigine are eradicated. The problem of our half-castes will quickly be eliminated by the complete disappearance of the black race, and the swift submergence of their progeny in the white…” In spite of the convictions of Cook and others, in the years following the end of the second world war an indigenous policy grounded in these sorts of genetically-driven notions of racial hierarchy became ever more politically and scientifically
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unsustainable, precipitating a gradual shift away from biological towards cultural conceptions of assimilation. What did not change was the assumption that indigenous cultures and lifeworlds were inferior and in need of correction, and that the break-up of indigenous families could be justified as a means of achieving this outcome.\textsuperscript{13}

Policies aimed at separating indigenous children from their families, in both their biological and cultural phases, were in fact part of a broader system of control and social engineering that governed most aspects of indigenous life in Australia from the 19\textsuperscript{th} to the late 20\textsuperscript{th} century. Under this system, basic rights and freedoms were rationed in relation to different government mandated gradations of Aboriginality – measured either in terms of blood percentage or cultural characteristics – while the interests of indigenous peoples were largely defined for them by non-indigenous institutions and decision-makers. This system of control, which again had its distinctive manifestations in the different Australian states, incorporated a bewildering array of measures including both physical segregation and forced dispersal, denial of the franchise and property rights, and restrictions relating to indigenous employment, mobility, intermarriage, and personal autonomy.\textsuperscript{14} The policies sanctioned by the Northern Territory’s \textit{Aborigines Ordinance of 1918} serve as a particularly extreme example of the type of control to which indigenous peoples could be subjected:

“Aboriginal females were under the total control of the Chief Protector [of Aborigines] from the moment they were born until they died unless married and living with a husband ‘who is substantially of European origin.’ To marry a non-Indigenous man they had to obtain the permission of the Chief Protector. They could be taken from their families at any age and placed in an institution. They could be sent out to work at a young age and never receive wages. They had no right of guardianship over their own children who could similarly be taken from them. Male Aborigines fared little better except that they could be released from guardianship at 18.”\textsuperscript{15}

Different policies in this broader system of control often reinforced one another in insidious ways. For example, the dispossession and displacement of indigenous families contributed heavily to their impoverishment and immiseration. The failure of state authorities to provide the necessary services and funds to these displaced families and communities so that they could properly care for themselves and their children in turn helped provide the pretext for their children to be removed on welfare grounds.\textsuperscript{16}

It was not until the 1960s and 70s that this control system and the coercive removal of indigenous children from their families finally began to be dismantled in the face of increasing calls for equal citizenship rights, social justice, and even self-determination for indigenous peoples. Yet the memories and the impacts of these policies have been much more difficult to erase. The pain of separation and, for many, the inability to re-connect or ever again to re-locate their family members was compounded by the alienating effects of efforts to degrade and destroy indigenous cultures and
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languages, by the exposure of many children to physical, sexual, and emotional abuse, and by the failure of authorities to uphold their most basic duties of care by providing for the proper housing, sustenance, health and education of the children over whom they had assumed guardianship. Evidence suggests that the effects of removal and reculturation were not only immediate but also long-term and inter-generational, and have been linked to many of the rampant and persistent social pathologies visible in indigenous communities in Australia, an experience that in significant ways mirrors that of indigenous peoples in Canada coping with the legacy of the residential school system.

Canada - Residential Schools

The signature tool for effecting the reculturation and assimilation of indigenous children in Canada was the residential school. It is believed that somewhere between 90,000 and 150,000 indigenous children attended the schools, whose tenure began in the early nineteenth century, with the last school closing its doors in 1996. Attendance was voluntary at first, although pressure tactics such as the withholding of rations from parents and other forms of duress were not unheard of. Compulsory attendance was legislated for the first time in 1894, and these measures were gradually strengthened so that by 1930 indigenous children could be sent to boarding schools and kept there until the age of 18. The primary function of the schools, in the words of one former Minister of Indian Affairs, was to “elevate the Indian from his condition of savagery…and make him a self-supporting member of the state, and eventually a citizen in good standing.” As in Australia, this also meant cleansing the children of the inferior and uncivilized cultures and traditions transmitted to them by their parents and communities, so that they might be elevated to a higher standard of cultural and human functioning. In most cases the children were required to attend on-reserve day schools, but others were physically separated from their families and communities in distant boarding schools. In Canada too the trauma of separation often failed to dissuade supporters of such policies such as Hector Langevin, a minister in the second MacDonald government, who concluded before Parliament: “If these schools are to succeed, we must not place them too near the bands; in order to educate the children properly we must separate them from their families. Some people may say that this is hard, but if we want to civilize them, we must do that.”

Like the removal policies in Australia, the residential schools were part of a more comprehensive regime of paternalistic manipulation and control, whose ultimate aim was the extinction of traditional indigenous languages, cultures, and communities and, by extension, the
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elimination of the government’s fiscal and political responsibility for its Indian wards who, it was expected, would ultimately be absorbed into the general population. Specific aspects of this control system included government mandated definitions of indigeneity that governed access to different rights and entitlements, the displacement of indigenous communities onto reserves and the suppression of their systems of self-government by the dictates of the Indian Act, prohibitions on traditional cultural practices, manipulation and denial of voting rights, limitations on rights of residence and mobility, and a variety of other restrictions on their civil rights and basic human freedoms.  

Residential schools and this broader system of domination were similarly grounded in influential pseudo-scientific theories of racial hierarchy wherein the inferiority of indigenous peoples and cultures was assumed as a matter of course. Whereas Canada seems to have been more influenced by the comparatively less rigid cultural as opposed to the biological notion of racial inferiority that dominated earlier indigenous policy in Australia, one still encountered (though by no means universally) the assumption that adults were incapable of intellectual or moral progress, even under state tutelage. Children, on the other hand, were generally regarded as suitable objects for reculturation and as such were the key to government’s plans for a fully civilized and assimilated indigenous future.  

Within the walls of the residential schools, children were faced with a determined effort, often coercively enforced, to devalue and ultimately eradicate their languages, cultures, and forms of spirituality. One of the many tragic effects of these measures was that children frequently emerged from the schools with a sense of being caught between two cultures, neither fully at home nor fully accepted in either, and profoundly alienated as a result. At the same time there is evidence which suggests that the schools failed to fulfill even the elementary function of providing the children with a decent education, that teachers were poorly-trained and ill-equipped, that in too many cases students spent more time engaged in activities other than classroom studies, and that the goal of education frequently took a back seat to budgetary concerns. Moreover, in yet another grim parallel with the Australian history of child removal, evidence has emerged that those responsible for the schools were derelict in their most basic responsibility to look after the safety and well-being of the children under their care. The government’s own reports at the time indicate that overcrowding, inadequate provision of clothing and nourishment, poor sanitation, and substandard buildings that were poorly heated contributed directly to the ill-health and mortality of scores of children. Particularly virulent was the threat of tuberculosis, which in some schools claimed the lives of more than half of the students who passed through their doors. More disturbing yet, this health crisis was greeted by the Canadian government with what can only be referred to as criminal disregard. In spite of detailed and repeated reports from their own inspectors and medical officials as to the...
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nature and scale of this human tragedy, reports whose contents the government fully accepted, for decades it failed to take serious remedial action or even to launch a comprehensive investigation into the problem. The sad history of physical and sexual abuse of students at the residential schools produced a similar record of callous government intransigence, and as in Australia the effects have proven to be long-term and intergenerational, and have contributed heavily to the cycle of social ills and dysfunction that plague so many indigenous communities across Canada.

The Politics of Apology

Through the persistent efforts of survivors, indigenous organizations, and high-profile public inquiries the nature and impacts of the child removal and residential school policies have acquired increasing public attention in Australia and Canada, leading many to call for an apology and various forms of compensation and redress. I will focus mainly on the issue of apology, which has been greeted with both ambivalence and resistance in both countries. In Canada, Conservative Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, whose government established the Royal Commission that helped shed so much light on the residential schools and their legacy, distinguished himself by studiously avoiding an apology for this chapter in Canadian history, despite the willingness of his government to apologize for the harsh treatment of Japanese and Italian Canadians during the second world war. His Liberal successor as Prime Minister, Jean Chrétien, proved if anything even more averse to the symbolic politics of apology. As part of its response to the RCAP report, his government produced a Statement of Reconciliation, which acknowledged Canada’s role in the development and administration of the residential school system and the role these institutions played in separating families and interfering with the transmission of indigenous languages and cultures. It further acknowledged that many student in the schools were exposed to physical and sexual abuse, and to those who victimized in this way the government extended its apology.

Chrétiens, however, chose not to lend the symbolic weight of his office, let alone his presence, to the occasion, delegating the responsibility instead to Minister of Indian Affairs Jane Stewart who delivered the statement in a lunch hour ceremony on Parliament hill. Neither was the statement granted the solemnity of a formal and public delivery in the House of Commons, in stark contrast with the recent apology offered by the Australian government for its role in the stolen generations controversy. In substantive terms, moreover, the apology appeared to extend only to those who suffered the effects of physical and sexual abuse, excluding among others those children who were forcibly separated from their parents, the children who died preventable deaths from tuberculosis, and the parents whose presumed cultural and moral inferiority lay at the foundation of the government’s reculturation policies.

The symbolic and substantive shortcomings of the Chrétiens government’s exercise in contrition undoubtedly has contributed to the more recent calls for a fresh apology from Stephen Harper’s Conservatives.
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the question of official apologies. Its willingness to apologize for shameful historic events such as the Chinese Canadian Head Tax stood in sharp contrast with the initial refusal to do the same in relation to the residential schools. According to Jim Prentice, Minister of Indian Affairs at the time, “Many things happened that we need to close the door on as part of Canadian history, but fundamentally, the underlying objective [of the residential schools] had been to try and provide an education to aboriginal children and I think the circumstances are completely different from...the Chinese head tax.” Once the story of the tuberculosis tragedy made public headlines, however, the Conservatives rapidly shifted their position, committing themselves both to an official apology and to the creation of a South African style Truth and Reconciliation Commission, an idea launched under the leadership of the Paul Martin Liberals. Initially this apology was to be delivered once the commission had completed its work in 4-5 years, but this decision too was subsequently reversed with the Conservative promising in mid-April that an apology was just weeks away.

In Australia, a similar but more intensely politicized debate gained momentum in the 1990s over whether the Commonwealth government should officially apologize for its part in the stolen generations controversy. The stiffest resistance came from former Prime Minister John Howard, who deplored what he often referred to as exercises in ‘black armband history’ which he felt overemphasized the darker chapters in Australia’s past. Although willing to express his personal sorrow for the suffering and personal tragedies linked to the removal policies, and to declare the past treatment of indigenous Australians “the most blemished chapter in our history,” he resolutely refused all calls for an official public apology. In response to his many critics, Howard declared that current generations of Australians should not be held responsible and accountable for the actions of previous generations. He also voiced his reticence to pass judgement on those whose actions, harmful though they may appear in retrospect, were mostly benevolent in intent, and were fully sanctioned by the legal and moral standards of the day.

In lieu of a formal apology, the government offered an expression of “deep and sincere regret that Indigenous Australians suffered injustices under the practices of past generations, and for the hurt and trauma that many Indigenous people continue to feel as a consequence of those practices.” The credibility of this carefully crafted non-apology was further diminished when the Commonwealth Government, in its submission to a Senate Inquiry looking into question of compensation for the stolen generations, cast doubt on whether a sufficient number of indigenous children were taken to justify use of the term stolen ‘generation’, challenged the evidence of forcible removal of children as mostly anecdotal, and re-asserted its view that the treatment of children was

38 In contrast, each of the Australian state governments moved quickly to offer official public apologies for their part in the history of indigenous child removal.
‘essentially lawful and benign in intent’. For these reasons, few held any hope that an apology would be forthcoming on Howard’s watch.

Succeeding Howard as Prime Minister in 2008 was incoming Labor leader Kevin Rudd who, in a dramatic break with the Howard era, promised that an official apology to the stolen generations would be the first order of business for his new government. True to his word, before the Australian House of Representatives on 13 February of 2008 Rudd delivered a full and frank apology for the removal policies, for the pain and suffering incurred by members of the stolen generations and their families, and for the degrading treatment of indigenous languages and cultures. He further acknowledged that the fundamental objective of the removal policies, grounded in notions of cultural and racial superiority, was to remove all traces of the black race from the Australian body politic – facts which in his government’s view were difficult to square with the allegedly benign intent of these policies. Rudd’s gesture was widely applauded both at home and abroad, and offered a sliver of hope that a new era of state-indigenous relations was afoot in Australia. Yet in spite of the solemnity, the generosity, and the fullness of this apology, doubts continued to be expressed as to its value and to the significance of its contribution to the broader reconciliation agenda in Australia. Some of these doubts stem from the Commonwealth’s ongoing refusal to consider monetary compensation for the removal policies and the sense of enduring injustice this may generate among survivors. Questions also remain about the depth and character of the opposition’s vote in supporting the motion of apology, while others wonder whether an official apology may not be a step backward for practical reconciliation by reinforcing a culture of victimhood amongst indigenous Australians rather than a sense of empowerment and assertive agency.

The concerns and misgivings expressed in the Australian and Canadian debates over historic reculturation policies are a microcosm of the sorts of issues that are frequently raised in wider political and academic debates over public apology, and have an important role to play not only in shaping political and public opinion on the appropriateness of public apologies, but also on the form and substance of the apologies that may be forthcoming. In the sections that follow I seek to

46 One of the most vocal exponents of this position is Noel Pearson, an influential indigenous leader from Cape York. See Pearson, “When words aren’t enough.”
address some of these concerns in the process of constructing a defence of public apology on both moral and practical grounds.

**Apology – The Moral Case**

Perhaps the most central moral functions of apology is the act of recognition. An official apology in the first instance it is a simple recognition and acknowledgement of what happened in the past, of the forces that led to the events, and of the human impacts of those events.  

In Australia and Canada this means an acknowledgement not only of the policies of removal and reculturation, but also of the racist assumptions by which they were underpinned. It means acknowledging the wilful neglect on the part of officials that exposed so many children to physical and sexual abuse, and in the worst cases to premature mortality, and the long-term and intergenerational psycho-social legacy of these abuses. On a deeper level, official apologies serve to recognize the injustice of past events – that individuals were not only harmed, but wrongfully so. In this sense, following Levy, apologies simultaneously function as an act of “official memorialization, the committing to public memory, of the wrong.”

Full and frank apologies should acknowledge both the injustice of particular actions or events e.g. coercive removals, abuse, and neglect, but also the structural or systemic injustice that legitimated these actions. In Australia and Canada means the broader system of control and manipulation wherein indigenous peoples were viewed as racial-cultural subordinates or as inferior examples of humanity. This systemic injustice made it possible for the dignity, well-being and even the survival of indigenous children to be treated with callous, even criminal, disregard. It also made it possible for the moral agency of the parents to be denigrated or denied, via the assumption that they were incapable of properly raising and educating their children. Moreover, as Raymond Gaita has argued, it also made it possible to assume that indigenous peoples could not be harmed or emotionally scarred to the same extent as their white masters and protectors.

Apology as an exercise in recognition and memorialization is simultaneously an important means of paying respect to the victims of past injustice (both the living and the deceased) and to those who carry with them the difficult memories of the injustices perpetrated against their ancestors. Understood in these terms, official apologies are a means of reaffirming the equal moral status and dignity that was denied to the victims of injustice, and serve as a formal expression of our desire to break with the unjust practices and assumptions of our political predecessors. A refusal to apologize, on the other hand, adds insult to injury by signalling an indifference to past injustice and to the harms and indignities suffered by those who were victimized, and as such can be profoundly
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hurtful and offensive to survivors and their ancestors. It may also, as I argue in the next section, make it more difficult to establish relations of mutual respect and trust upon which the foundations of practical reconciliation may be built. Similarly, an apology that is denied the gravity and solemnity of a public delivery in the legislative chamber by the head of government, as in the case of Canada’s statement on the residential schools, also risks offence by conveying a diminished aura of importance to the injustice in question.

A number of objections have been raised to this line of thinking, one of which is the argument, articulated with varying degrees of tenacity by political leaders in Australia and Canada, that it is neither appropriate nor just to use current moral standards as a basis for criticizing our political ancestors for actions that were well-intentioned and perfectly in accordance with the standards of their day. One fairly straightforward response to this objection is to ask whether the actions in question really were well-intended. In Canada, for example, the health and well-being of indigenous children who died of tuberculosis frequently took a back seat to government concerns about cost over-runs and the desire not to jeopardize the civilizing mission of the schools by undermining the authority of the churches charged with their administration. One might similarly challenge the assumption that child removal policies in Australia were consonant with the prevailing legal and moral standards of the day by citing their contravention of the government’s commitments under the 1948 United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. The racially motivated violations of human dignity and moral agency in both countries were also in clear violation of one of the foundational principles of liberalism - the moral equality of individuals. Questions of liberalism aside, it is difficult to imagine how the assumptions of racial and cultural superiority that sought the destruction of indigenous languages and cultures and which led to the devaluation of indigenous suffering and moral agency in Australia and Canada could ever be judged well-intentioned.

More fundamentally, it is not at all clear why a difference in historical moral standards is in itself a serious objection to the legitimacy of moral judgement. Why should this temporal difference make a difference? Indeed, sharp differences in standards of moral conduct may be precisely the reason why judgement or criticism is in order. If tomorrow we encountered another culture that viewed an internal minority as racially inferior, and on the basis of this view implemented a policy of forcibly assimilating their children, surely we would not hesitate to judge these actions harshly? Proponents of this ‘hands off the past’ argument offer no explanation as to why things should be any different with respect to the actions and assumption of our political forebears. To criticize the past actions of individuals as wrong, misguided and harmful, moreover, is not necessarily to say that ‘they should have known better’ (though in some cases they clearly should have), nor does it excuse us from seeking a better understanding and appreciation of their conviction that what they were doing was necessary or justified – for indeed we may have done no better standing in their shoes. At the same time, it is our right and our duty to investigate, understand, and critique the errors of our
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political ancestors, including their failures of judgement and understanding, their blindspotness and weaknesses, and the human suffering and costs that resulted – just as future generations have a right and a duty to evaluate our own moral blindspots and shortcomings. Either we choose a path that may help us ensure that the errors of the past are not repeated or we succumb to a vacuous and self-defeating relativism or a quiescent abdication of our capacity for moral judgement.

A second, and related, objection to official apologies is that current generations should not be held responsible or judged guilty for the sins of prior generations. One of the first problems to be noted with this argument is that it conflates the notion of state responsibility with that of citizen responsibility. For current generations of citizens who played no direct role in past injustices it is clear there can be no plausible attribution of guilt or responsibility, but official apologies are a matter of current governments taking responsibility for the actions, and consequences, of previous governments. State responsibility for past injustice can be defended in at least two different ways. One argument is that states have a strong moral duty to take responsibility for past injustice that is grounded in their institutional or constitutional continuity. The idea here is that states are corporate entities that continue to exist through time – they are enduring political associations with enduring responsibilities for past acts carried out under their authority and in their name. Following James Booth: “…when we say that a country is responsible for something…we mean that [its] constitutional and institutional persistence…the continuity of a political project, confers a collective responsibility on the community in its capacity as an identical (corporate) moral person.”

Alternatively, those who remain sceptical of this strong moral argument might find it more palatable to view official apologies as an act of moral leadership, delivered with the knowledge that there is simply no entity other than the state that can lend the occasion the authority and symbolic force it requires or provide the official acknowledgement and repudiation of events that were officially sanctioned in the past. As Raymond Gaita has suggested, though we may not be directly responsible for the injustice, we can still take responsibility for it and for the moral and material redress it requires. Moreover, as more than one commentator has remarked, it is somewhat unseemly, if not patently hypocritical, for states and communities which regularly take pride in and celebrate their nation’s past exploits and accomplishments to sullenly refuse to express shame and take responsibility for its past injustices.

Apology – The Practical Case
While it is difficult to gauge the precise impact of official apologies on broader processes of national reconciliation, a number of arguments suggest that its impact can be both positive and substantial.
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In the first instance, by acknowledging and respecting the victims of injustice, official apologies may help alleviate a deep and abiding sense of grievance and bitterness amongst survivor and their families, whereas a refusal to apologize can easily provoke anger, resentment, and thus contribute to an enduring sense of alienation among the victimized group. Moreover, by signalling a symbolic break with the past, official apologies may help generate a sense of mutual respect and trust among former adversaries, and if not the will to forgive then at least the will to move forward in a more co-operative and progressive relationship. This point of view has been contested by members of the indigenous and non-indigenous leadership in Australia, on the grounds that apology promotes a passive psychology of victimization and encourages people to dwell on the past rather than looking forward and taking responsibility for building a better future. While I accept the plausibility of this argument, I am more persuaded by the contrary position that a refusal to acknowledge and apologize for past injustice is more likely to encourage a dwelling on the past. For one of the purposes of apology and recognition is to help people move on – not to forget or to erase the injustice (for many if not most this will never be an option), but to make some kind of peace with the past, to feel that they no longer need to fight for recognition and respect, to feel that they have done as much as they can do for their own cause or for that of an ancestor or a loved one. While apologies cannot guarantee this sense of closure, it is difficult to imagine how it could ever be possible after a government has devalued the suffering of victims and their loved ones by refusing to accord them the acknowledgement and the respect they feel is their due.

Apologies may also prove helpful in terms of building public support for the substantive dimensions of reconciliation including land rights, political autonomy, measures to address gaps in socio-economic security and well-being, and reparations. They can do so through the simple act of bringing an injustice, and some of its key facets, to the attention of a public that might otherwise have been ill-informed as to its nature or even unaware of its existence. In this sense, as was discussed earlier, apologies are part of the essential process of creating a public record, and a public memory of past injustice. At the very least, to borrow a point from Michael Ignatieff, official apologies that become a matter of public record can make it more difficult for past injustice to be denied or trivialized as a means of undermining public support for its recognition and practical redress. In Canada, for example, a full and frank apology for the residential schools can help dispel the myth that these institutions were essentially benevolent in intent, by acknowledging the failure of officials to act on clear evidence of abuse, substandard education, and the ever-present risk to the students of disease and death. It may also help the Canadian public understand the need for concrete measures to address the long-term and intergenerational effects of the schools that continue to reverberate in indigenous communities across the country.

The Howard government was fond of challenging this last point by arguing that a merely symbolic gesture such as an apology would lead the Australian public to the conclusion that nothing more need be done to address the plight of indigenous peoples, and that the vital business of practical reconciliation to address socio-economic disadvantage would be sidelined as a result. What he consistently failed to acknowledge, however, was that progress along both the symbolic and practical dimensions of reconciliation with indigenous peoples is in many ways dependent on the
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vision and leadership of public officials, and that publics are much less likely to follow a path that leaders themselves steadfastly refuse to tread.

Conclusion
State apologies for past injustices committed in their name have an important moral role to play in efforts to set the indigenous and non-indigenous peoples of Australia and Canada on the path of partnership and reconciliation. Full and frank apologies for harsh and coercive child reculturation policies convey respect to the victims and their families and function as an official repudiation of the racist assumptions that undermined respect for the humanity and moral agency of the parents, and led to the denigration, abuse, and mortality of so many children under the state’s care and responsibility. Apology’s function in practical reconciliation is less uncertain, but here too there are persuasive reasons to think it has a positive role to play in establishing relations of mutual respect and trust, and in helping to construct a public memory of injustice upon which support for reparations and concrete measures to address indigenous political and socio-economic marginalization can be built. In either case, it is essential that we acknowledge that official apologies, vital though their role may be, are just one piece of a much larger puzzle, and that lasting reconciliation in the long term will require progress along a broad variety of political, socio-economic, and symbolic fronts.71 Perhaps most fundamentally, it is dependent on a broader shift in policy conception and implementation wherein indigenous peoples are no longer viewed as the passive recipients of state legislation designed with their best interests in mind, but as equal and responsible agents empowered to take the lead in directing their own lives and futures.
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